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Thl.l tuitfon., iJlCreasl.l, lwhi¢h
A rise •in tuition ·and fees for also affect N'ew Mexico State ·
UNM students is almost certain, Univer~ity and the'~ew Mexico
Mining
and,
several persons revealed at Mon- Institute · of
Technology, will raise tuition
.day's Board of Regents meefing:
Board of Eduacational Finance (excluding fees) to $ J.SO per
(BEF) chairman ~obert Huff said semester from the current $132 paid
that one Of the tuition proposals,' by resident undergraduate students,
which will raise tuition ap- Associate Provost John Perovich
proxir.nately 14 per cent, will have said.
If both the tuituion and fee
the ''most appeal'~ with the Regents.
increases
are passed in March by
and legislators. · ·
the
New
Mexico Legislature,
"We're actually going to havean
increase in 'fees," Huff said. The resident undergraduate ..students
fees, excluding tuition which are will by paying $284 a semester to
$-128 for undergraduate stu4ents , attend UNM.
Out of state !)tudents will pay
will rise a maximum of $6 per
semester, he ·said. The !lreas af- $845 a semester under the same
fected are the · Student Health proposals.

....By D.M~ FJ...YNN
LOBO A~t. N~ws Edi.tor
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Other tuition policy altern;tives
presented .to the'' Regents by .the
BEF were inaiMairiing current
tuition r~tes, increase tutition by
13.6. per cent Jor residents ·and a·
~·small change _.in non-residential
rate" and a 22.7 per cent rise in
resident tuition,with a small change
in non-resident rate.
,.
photo by o. M. Fly,,n
In other. action at the meeting, John. Perovich, UNM associate provost for business and finance,
UNM President William E. Davis (left) and UNM Regent Ann Jourdan, tour the Campus after Mon.
said· the addition of 50 faculty day's Board of Reg~nts meeting.
·
members and a $255,000 increase in site, which will probably be an and oth.&r student related offices
salaries were ."top priority" for the addition to the registration center,· will be moved to the new location,
University's 1978-79 "udget.
now housed in Bandelier East, will he said.
·
• The additional' faculty members centralize the student-related
The Regents also a·pproved 16
will be for instruction in the tower administrative offices, he said.
new faculty contracts, 9 revised
Because of pressing needs for contracts, 34 temporary part-time
division cou·rses, Perovich said.
Perovich also told the Regents of offic~ space in .the administration faculty appointments, 6 sabbatical
·a possible construction site south of and other campus buildings, the leaves, 3 resignatio11s and 1
the .administration building .. The cashier's office, student aids, loans retirement.
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ASYNM senate candidate platforms must be turned into the
LOBO no la.ter than 5 p.m:
today,
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For Lomas. Overpass

...

Proposals Studied

-

By ED LOPEZ
LOBO Staff Writer

have to cpme from local sources, he said, such as the
city, the Univ~rsity, or both.
Any P-edestrian overpass constructed would also
have to be accessible to wheelchairs.
University Architect· Van Dorn Hooker told the
Campus Planning Committee that the idea of an
overpass for Lomas has been mentioned in campus
.plans as far back as 1958. Hooker said there was no
need and no money for an overpass for many years,
but as Bernalillo County Medical Center expanded, an
overpass was again considered.
John Carney, chairman of the parking subcommittee considering the overpass proposal said an
ad-hoc committee comprised of University and city
officials would be selected to report on an overpass.
Carney said any hearings would not begin until after
October6.
The qUestion that frequently. arises in discussions
concerning the overpass is:· Will it be used? No
pedestrian study, such as the one of Central Ave.
completed earlier this year, has been made of Lomas

'

I

,:;

The lJOSsibiJity Qfconstructinga pedestdan Qverpass
~on Lomas Blvd., an~idea considered by both UNM and
the City of Albuquerque for years, is among the many
proposals being studied by the Campus Planning
Committee.
The committee is currently wading through a list of
recommendations made in the UNM Transportation
and Parking study completed in March of this year.
Conducted by Robert Crommellin and Associates of
Encino, Calif., the study was presented to the UNM
Regents in May. They referred i~ to the Campus
Planning Committee to hold hearings arid make its
recommendations to the Regents.
·
•
"
· · LoBo photo by Phyllis M. Kushner
Althpugh the construction of a pedestrian overpass
The if}tersection of Lomas antl Yale where a pedestrian overpass is not.specificall~ mentio',led in the.study, the Campus
Is b@tng considered for construction.
Planmng Commtttee dectded heanngs on the subJect
could be held at the same time as the transportation
hearings when city officials )ndicated part of the
money for an overpass was available.
.Blvd. .
.
.
Edwin L. Beck, director of the City Transportation
··•With tare exceptions, pedestrian overpasses are a
Dept., told the University that the pr()ject would be failure," said Jon DuFresne, an assist. traffic engineer
partially funded by the Federal Aid Highway for the City who conducted the Central Ave. study.
Program. Beck told the LOBO that federal funds ,''They do work under certain circumstances, but we in
would .pay for approximately 80 per cent of the traffic engineering are always in a positon where we
· A UNM fossil scientist said he area. Jn the course of doing field estimated $175,000 project. The other $25,000 would
lcont. on page 3)
· and his associates will recommend work there, we came across fossil
to the federal government in areas," Kues said.
"We'Ve just scratthed the
October that areas of the Sail Juan
Basin near Farmington be put off surface. What we've found is very
limits to strip miners because of the exciting. But what is more exciting
concentration of animal and plant is the future potential for
discoveries," he said.
.
fossils. ·
Dinosaur bOnes, fragmented·and •
Dr. Barry Kues a UNM · palericomplete,
were excavated along
tologls.t and professor, said, ''The
with
t4rtle
shells,
remains of clams,
area is about 4lh million acres.
Only a· small percentage, about a snails·, fish ·teeth and scales.
half-million acres, has fossils on it. Petrified ·wood, with.Jogs as long as.
Of that, we will · recommend a 100 feet·, we.re also dug up.
Other, flnds were primitive
miniscule portion, a few square
miles, be off limits to miners. In the mamntal_skeletons and the world's
.rest of the area we Will. recommend best example of a skull of a
that the mining companies wait Claertdon, all ·animal the size of a
until the fossils can be &alvaged dog, that lived 6o million years ago.
· Many of the fossils discovered
before mining occurs."
froftl SS million to 70 million
are
"Many of these areas are . ex"
.
trt;rllely important because wtl' ve -ye<trs old, Kuessaid.
·
''We
will
make
the
recom"'
found new types of mammals and
men dation (to set the land ~side) to
dinosaurs there!' k:ues said.
BLM, hopefully they will listen; but
· The area has been studi~d during they don't·have to," he said.
the past thr.ee months by Kues and
·The fossils and other findings· are
his associates for. the ~ureau of being tagged and identified. Kues ·
Land Ma~tageinent (BLM).
said that eventually they will' go on
r
'
"We;re under contract front the display.
Bureau. of Land Ma'rlagement
"We,-just dug a little. Ninety per
LOBO photo by Phylils M. Kushner
Which is, responsible for managing cent of the. fossils we found are still
much of the land, We; were com- out there a.nd we hope to. go back Yoshimi Takeda. conducts. the New Mexico Symphony Orchestra. the orchestra played on the
missioned to repott and study the for excavatuion a.t some future Civic Plaza this.past. Weekend, as pan of the Concert in the Park series.
paleontological resources of the tinte,'' he said.
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S.cieritists Want
Fossils Protected
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Carter Pledges Tallied

·~

-~Protnises ·Fall Short

E
.WAS~JNGTON
·
· (UPI)-~he
.·
cu
b. Rep~bhcans, happy ~o obhge
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P.residentCarter.by keepm.g tabs ~n
ll!s 1976 camprugn promises, said
Monday 121 of ~74 were; kept and
77 were
tll.e· dftrst seven
h broken
r t he tnnew
t'
· emocra IC
mont
s
o
d · • t ('
a ~mts ra Ion.
. ·
Many of the promises that Mr ·
Carter .has l;ep\, frankly, are tile
o?es
have
htm . rea ~mce t ey . 7os
e
. Amencan ~axpaye~r btll~n~ o~
dollars,." satd Rep.u Ican atu~na
Commtttee Chairman Wllham
Brock.
d
b
ll
.t'
The stu y,
y t e na 10na 1
committe~·s r~search d_iviskm, li~ts
612 promises mcluded m the Wh1te
House's own "promise book"

6re[~rred ~o :~e

verified" promises that simply
couldnotbechecked.
The 20S-page republican bl)ok;
titled "Promises Promises,;, lists
the Carter pledges on one side of
each page·and the GOP assessment,
. h. appropna
. . t e po l't'
m
Wit
1 1ca1 .co .
·h
th
·
d
mentary, on t e 0 er Sl e.
Examples of the GOP score
k .. ,
eep~;~ping the price 0 'r domestic
oil below that·ofOPEC oil: broken.
With Carter's proposed wellhead
tax the price of domestic oH will
eq~al the OPEC price.
·
,; -Not allowing tile federal
government for the benefit of
'
·

·

private business! .to condemn land
over the opposmon of state and
l«>cal governments, ~armers .al\d
ranchers: empty promise: Provided
for in federal coal leasmg amendments enacted Aug. 4, 1976,
-Ending grain.. embargoes
.
.
,
a~suming. there were no nationalf
emergencies which required use o
the grain at home: can't. There are
no embargoes in place at this time
nor were they any in Aug, 1976
(when promise was made). . .
-Creating a separate cabmet
level department of education: not
kept. Carter has not mentioned this
since the election.

d
•
15 rae. I Re a I.e5
For Syr·•an· Push

·issue?.
winter,
48 and
other
promises last
the GOP
dug up,
14
the researchers discovered that
"
duplicated or overlapped other
TEL AVIV, Israel (UPI)-Israeli
pledges.
forces along the .Lebanese frontlt:r
The 'boxcore, according to a. are in a state of battle readiness in
national committee spokesman, the event Syrian troops intervene in
includes 121 promises kept; ,77 the fighting between Palestinian
broken; 230 on which action "falls guerrillas and Lebanese Christians
short of fulfillment,,, listed "not in Lebanon,' military sources said
·kept;" !53 on which no action has Monday.
been taken, listed as
"not
"The Israel army is carefully
broken;" 45 promises which the watching the situation and is
GOP said had "No discernible ·prepared for any eventuality," a
substance" and "can't" be' kept; 38 reporter for the state-run Radio
"empty promises" the Republicans said from the northernmost frontier
said pledged to do things that have town of ~~tullah. ·
.
already l!een done; and to "unThe m1htary sources srud Israel

By United PreS!; lnternati~nal

(cont. from page 1)

Bugging Allegations Hushed
WASHINGTON-The Senate Intelligence Committee, which has
been investigating allegations that the United States bugged the
Panamanian delegation on the Canal talks, said Monday it had found
nothing that had affec~ed the final results of the treaties.
Sen. Daniel K. Inouye, the committee cpairman, refused "to tell
· reporters whether there had actually been e)ectronic surveillance of the
Panamanian delegation during the negotiations, and that Panamanian
strongman Gen. Omar Torrijos, had found about it and used the
information as blackmail.

Lance:

On the Up and Up

WASHINGTON-President Carter met alone with Bert Lance.
Monday, and although he made no public decision on his budget
director's future, the White House said he feels Lance is in a stronger
position following a Senate appearance last week.
It was the most direct indication of support Carter has given his
longtime friend since Lance began testifying before the· senate
governmental affairs committee Thursday.

Cholera Quarantine Possible

And He'll Have Fun, Fun,, Fun
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u .Kent ,Sfa t e Buifd s

-~~ Tenip!e~~:e~f_~~ote;dm~~Koi Nidre)
En~
Sept. 22- 10:00 a.m.
~~~~
w
.~..: UNM AI · Ch 1 .
•n··

KENT, OHio (UPI)-Giant
earth
movers Monday began
'If~·
~... ...
.:.
breaking
ground for a gymnasium
~~113
umru
ap~
~ ; annex at Kent State University near
~~~
Sept. 21-. _6 : 30 p.m.
Nidr~) ~~~~ the site where four students were
to death during an anti-war
~~~~
Sept. 22- 9 : 00 m .
En~ shot
demonstration seven years ago.
~~~~
6:30
(closing service) En~ Opponents of the gym heckled
'11~
:A:
~ •. police and hurled bags of red dye at
coostruction workers.
'
Break the fast with Jewish Student Union.
· .Only one of the three bags of dye
Sept. 22 at 7:00 p.m.·
broke and the other two were
dumped into a· hole where some
International Center- UNM Campus
trees taken from the construction
~
~u;
. : : .~fte were to be transplasnted.
~ .............~ ...............................,.....,..........,••••••••.••~••;e;.•~..;:.:·•~··~··~··;:.:••~h. :
~lr::.Between 25 and 50 demon~ =••?...~••~•..~••?....~.,?.••?...~••~..?.••?...~...................................... , .•.••.•.••.•
.,_._ strators, members of the "May 4th
Coalition," held a rally near the site
and then moved toward the area
cliartting, "Cops off campus, move
thegym."
.
They were pushed back briefly by
Kent State Security Police who

p.m.

a.

~IC~
~~~~
~~~~

•

.

11

(Kol

never have enough money, so wehave to make sure
that it's worth the expenditure.
Long-range plans must be considered in making any
decisions, DuFresne said such as the changing pattern
of the N.orth campus. .
.
DuFresne said he agrees that there should be
concern about pedestrian safety, and that Lomas. and
Yale may be a good place for· an overpass, but too
many. people think they are panaceas, along with
traffic signals.
·
· •
"People need to be educated on defensive walking
as much as defensive driving," DuFresne said. Many
·pedestrians are not as alert as they sould be when
crossing streets, he said, and put too much trust in
cross walks and "Yield-to-Pedestrians" signs. He
noted that a pedestrian who died recently crossing
Central Aye. was killed in a crosswalk.
DuFresne said his division has not been asked to do
a pedestrian study of Lomas, but that the city has
talked with University officials about it.
Based on passenger counts of shuttle buses that
picked up passesngers on the North campus during
one week iri December 1975, the UNM Transportation
and Parking study estimated that passengers from 370
cars walk from the North campus to the main campus
and back.
Yale Blvd. has frequently been mentioned as a
possible location for an overpass because more
pedestrians cross there than any other place along
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USE IT!

cordoned off the area.
The first piece of machinery was
moved onto the ,construction site
early Monday with an escort of six
university campus police cars.
One demonstrator stood briefly
in front of the truck carrying the
machinery, but he was moved by
.police without incident.
Portage County Sheriff AI
McKettrick said "this is all I really
expected" in regard to the number
of demonstrators.
"We weren't expecting any
trouble, and as is quite evident, we
did everything possible to avoid a
cpnfrontation," said McKettrick.
"It is obvious the protesters are
meeting with some resentment from
students at the university now that
classes have resumed," he said.
"Some of the students are bad
mouthing the protesters and it is

CAN THE DEAD
BE CONTACTED?
find out at

~~

ll],LI=I'Ll-,i

obvious they don't like it."
. "The moving of the gym site
would cost millions of dollars more
which would result in higher
tuition, higher room and board and
more financial difficulties for the
people attending the university,"
said !Qren Heckelmoser, 19, a
sophomore from Valley View ,
Ohio. "The coalition has tried to
do some good in the courts but it
has failed there and elsewhere.
"The Coalition is giving the
university a bad name," she said.
Paul J. Paisa, 20, from Pittsburgh, said t.he majority of the
students at Kent State have suffered
beause of a "small, selfish
minority.''
"I'm aware that the vast
majority of this schools is tun1ed
off, fed up, and tired," said Paisa.
"The hill (where the annex is to
be built) is not sacred," he said.
"The four died 180 feel from,. the
gym site-in a parking lot. Those
very spots are driven and parked
over daily. "
Miram Ruth· Jackson, a Coaliton
member who.graduated from Kent
State in 1973, burned her diploma
at the construction site.
''Kent State University in
allowing this to happen,
has
disgraced.itself," she said.

II
I

Lomas.
Although some Campus Planning Committee
members expressed hopes of presenting their ,
recommendations to the Regents before the end of the
· semester, Hooker told the LOBO it was not an
established goai. ASUNM president Tom Williams,
who stated strong support for an overpass, said he
believes the Campus Planning Committee will take
much longer than it is willing to admit.
"It's a different situation on Lomas than it is on
Central," said Williams. He said Lomas is wider than ·
Central and also has a higher speed limit.
Williams said many students prefer to walk from the
North campus parking lot to the main campus because
it was often faster than the buses. Some students get
impatient, he said, because the light on Lomas takes
longer to change. ''I think it's a big mistake to arbitrarily say that students would rather dash across the
street than use an overpass.''
·Williams said he was told by "people in a position
to know" that the University has the money for such a
project.
But before any overpass across Lomas can be built,
there must be public hearings, a pedestrian study, an·
environmental analysis, bids taken, more hearing, and
numerous meetings between University, city, and state
officials. As Estelle Rosenbloom chairman of the
Campus Planning Commtittee said, "You just can't
go out and build an overpass."

Officials Merit a Change
By Maria Zannes
LOBO Staff Wriler
New Mexico's U.S. attorneys, U.S. marshals and federal district court
judges will be appointed on ''the basis of merit," marking a fundamental
change in the selection of these officials," said Senator Pete Domenici (RN.M.) at a press conference Saturday.
Senator Harrison Schmitt (R-N.M.) and Wayne C. Wolf, president of
the N.M. Bar Organization, joined Domenici in signing an agreement to
create a nine-member, bi-partisan Federal Selection Commission which
will advise the President on nominees to fill vacancies to the posts.
The President will then relay his nominations to the Senate. The full
Senate must confirm or reject the appointments.
Presently, top stale political party members advise the President on
federal appointees for New Mexico.
Domenici said the days of the political patronage system "are gone
under the commission concept.".
Schmitt said, "any other concept (than a bi-partisan commission)
cannot be tolerated any longer."
The proposed commission, modeled after similar commissions in 14
other states, wili be selected by New Mexico's senators and the bar commissioners. Each senator and the bar will name three members.
The senators and the bar each will select one Democrat, one Republican
and one person either of the party of the President or an independent. At
least one of each of the senators' nominees would have to be a non-lawyer.
According to the agreement, the commission members will select, by
majority vote, five nominees for each vacancy for review by the President.
The commission will establish guidelines for evaluations of the potential
nominees.
Domenid said New Mexico's entire congressional delegation supports
the commission agreement. The delegation includes the two senators and
U.S; Representatives Manuel Lujan (republican) and Harold Runnels
(democrat).
The agreement mu~t be approved by President Carter and Attorney
General Griffin Bell before implementation. Domenici said both Carter
and Bell support the agreement and approval is expected.

On Campus
Oct. 5-7
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Sign Up
Now

For Your
Interview

Mesa Vista Hall & Law School Bldg.
(Oct. 5 only)
INFORMATION BOOTH: Student Union

One of history's most famous
seances Will be recreated and
explored in a live, full-stage
production. Nothing like you've
ever seen before.
Buy your tickets today.

Tickets available at all
Ticketmaster locations and at
the SUB box office.
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POLL LOCATIONS

#* two locations in the SUB

*two locations in La Posada
#Davis'lawn
*Geology building
.
#Farris Engineering Center (PL[L Mall)
*area between Mitchell and Bandalier Hall
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Meditation class In th~ Honors Center, rm.
144, 5:15 Mon. For more onformallon call Sym· .,_
phonyot Lite, 265·4648.
'J"'

The folks who brought you

-El

Renters Guide
Child Care Guide
Market Basket Survey
Birth Control Handbook
Cost Of EducatiQn Survey

-£!
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.
WI'II gIVe
a $2 re f U nd C h ec k to any student 'V
..t.
~who does not wish to be a N M PI RG member -v
su~~EDmeetlngTues.,7:30p.m.,rm.250D'E ~at the SUB TICKET OFFICE between 9 am & e(1
5 pm beginning Mon., Sept. 19 Thru Fri. c£1
The UNM Pollee will register bicycles at the d. Sept. 30 UNM Stu.dent ID Required
medical plaza from 10 to3, Sept. 20'21.
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A meeting ot Las Campanas Wed. at 7 p.m., ~
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a Krunch·
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onusl

Right now at Arthur Treochers. the Krunch is on the house. You con dig
into a free order of Fish & Chips just for buying two orders. And enj?yoll
the crispness of the original Fish & Chips, mode from our secret rectpe..
So grab two of your favorite foli<S and come find out what the Krunch IS
all about-On US1
© 1976 Arlhurlrll-Ocher ~ .·,i.h &Oups

~--~----------------~---~------,:

• Buy two Qrders of Arthur Treac:her's original
; Fish & Chi~ and get one FREE! .

1

I

Presentthis-coupon at any participating Arthur Treocher's Fish & Chips and
get one order of Fish & Chips free with the purchase of two orders.
Offer exprres

! 9125
!

No. 21

Tl1c New Mexlcd Dnlly Lobo i!: I}uhllshcd
Monday through Friday e\'cry regular week
of the University )lc"r and weekly during the
summer scs.~ion by fhc Dottrd of Stuilcnt
PubHcntkmS of the UniVersity of New Mexico;
and 15 not flnilncinlly a~ociatcd with UNM,
Second cln.~s pos_tage paid at AlbUqUCt([UCt
New Mc:dco 87131, Sub5cription ral~ i~
$10.00 £or the ncadcmic year,
.
l'lul' opinion.~ expressed o1i 'the cdilqrial
pages of The Da{ly Lobo nrc those of the
author ~olcly. U11signed opinion Is thnt ol(thc
cclftorlnl board ot The Dally Lobo. NoUllng
printed In The Dnfly Lobo ncc:c.<,;<;lirlly
rcprcscn(s the views of the Unlvcr~lty of New
Mcxloo,
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New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 82
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an Andre' Kole Production

Peace Corps
& Vista

~

*
*~
: SENATE RUN-OFF ELECTION: ~

... Parking Proposal

~~#~

·
has not reinforced its troops along
·the frontier. But they said the level
of alert had been increased to battle
readiness.
"They have not gathered new
forces," one source said., "It is not
a true alert in that sense because it
would imply mobilization. The
DAMASCUS, Syria-Syrian authorities reported nearly 100 new
forces there are on a higher degree
cholera cases' Monday and warned that if an epidemic breaks out
ofawareness."
among Moslem pilgrims to Mecca, all pilgrims passing through Syria
The
radio
said
Israeli
will be quarantined.
preparedness was increased "in .
Health officials said 97 of the new cases had been registered in the
case the Syrians intervene in the
past three days, More than 70 persons already have died of the disease
fighting be~w~en ,t~e Palestinians
in Syria and the new cases bring the number of persons afflicted to
and th.e Chnsttan~.
.
over 3,100.
Syna sent Its troops mto
1"••:e:•~n:e:••:e:••:e;n:a;••···••:t.:••:t.:":t.:n;,t;a;e:••;e:••:r:••:a;••:t;••i!i'~~··:t.:":f::'~:i''i!i,.~~ . Lebanon in the spring of 1976 to
•Jl,.2tt'7.tt9.tt2't•7.'u7.tt!fF..,7.tt2tt~tt!r.tt?.tt?."a••••"-"••·••·•·••• .tt?...?.tt. ·"·•·•~,,
•
d
~ ;· • ' • • • • • · · · · • ' ' · · • · · · ·
;;o•~ -enforce a cease-fire that was to en
~~~ the civil war between Palestinian
~JC~
~~~~ guerrillas and Lebanese rightists.
LONDON- The world's most expensive private car, a $146,125
~~~
~ Thus far they have stayed north of
Rolls-Royce
that gets about 10 miles per .gallon of gasoline, hit the
;1.~
~~~~ the Litani- River, about 10 miles
.
road
Monday.
~ ~~
~~~~ north of the frontier.
gold-plated, velvet-upholstered, dual air-conditioned limousine
~JC~
~~~~ Israel warned S}Tia several times wasThe
bought
by millionaire Dubai businessman Bhatia Karani.
~~~ ~~~~ that a crossing of the Litani would
The
supercar,
more expensive than any other production car in the
~JC;
4401 d'
S
~ be viewed as a hostile act toward
world except armor-plated presidential limousines in the United Slates
~~~~
llaJ. srae
ll Ian C 00
,~~~ Israel. The Litani thus was taken to
~~
Sept. 21-6:00 to 8:00p.m.
~~~~ bethe"redline"thatformerPrime would have come in last on the Environmental Protection Agency's
mileage list announced in Washington Monday.
Sept. 22- 9:00 a .
Minister Yitzhak Rabin cautioned
~~~
~n~ , Syria not to cross,,.
. .

Jewish High Holy Day Services
Yom Kippur Services
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Mayorial and City Council
Wed., Sept. 21, on the mall, 10:30·1:30
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Mark Twain once said: "lfyou take a hungry dog and feed him, he
~ won't bite you. This is the principle difference between a dog and a
w
man." We wish that some of the obnoxious students who are now ·
,
; defa\Jiting on student loans were a little bit more like dogs.
.,
Many students have, over the years, financed their college education
g> at UNM with. loans from the New Mexico Student Loan (NMSL)
c. program. The borrowers are given a good break on interest and given a
certain amount of time after graduation before they have to start paying
back the loans.
RECENTLY, THE number of borrowers defaulting on the loans have
become so numerous that program coordinator Ralph Sena asked for
help from the New Mexico Attorney General's office. Asst. Atty. Gen ..
John Silko and the program have filed more than 4,400 claims in the
last two years frying to collect on the loans. But still there is some $400
million in claim backlogs, said Silko, and the Dept. of Health, Education
and Welfare'(HEW) has been called in to assist in collection efforts.
In the famous words of Casey Stengel, "Now wait just a minute."
There's something seriously wrong with students who c'ause all this
hassle, The HEW people were the folks we didn't want on campus last
year, but now because of a f!lw thousand financially irresponsible
Idiots, we've got to call them back.
·
TO BE SURE, there are probably a few students who took out loans
and cannot repay them now for good reasons. But these are in a very
small minority. ·
The success of legal action in recovering the money from delinquent
borrowers shows that most of the borrowers have the money, they just
aren't parting with it for whatever foolish reasons they may have.
In the meantime, these bad debts are hurting the program and thP.
name of students badly. You wonder why students are often con·
sidered poor credit risks. You need to look no further than this ugly
incident to see why.
.
THERE IS NO immediate danger of the program being discontinued,
but if federal financial problems worsen, education is traditionally an
area that is the first to be cut.
It would be a shame to see students who really need financial
assistance denied this aid because students before them a.bused tile
program.
Students who take out loans should be responsible for their actions
and we hope the University has great success in collecting from those
who've already defaulted. They hurt themselves and the names of all
other students.
:::E

Bittersweet Bites
Remember walking into neighborhood grocery stores when you were
a kid, plunking a nickel down on the counter, and asking the clerk for a
Hershey bar with almonds? If you can recall that, you've probably
winced lately at the rising cost and shrinking size of the stuff they call
candy today.
Almost everyone can recall hearing their parents talk about the good
old days and the fun they could have in an evening when they only
spent 25 cents. It seemed like you could go to the moon and back for a
dime when your parents were growing up.
BUT WHEN YOU were a kid, things were a little different. You
couldn't get into the Saturday matinee for a nickel. Rubber balls were a
quarter now, not three cents. Why couldn't dad understand that?
Ah, but candy bars had bridged the gap. There were a few pennies
more expensive than when mom and dad were your age, but you could
still get most anything for a nickel.
Then when you got a little older, they went up to a dime and before
you knew it, there were fewer M&Ms in the bag than there used to be.
And when you got to high school and didn't go crazy for candy any
more, somebody snuck up and raised the price to 15 cents. And then,
good God, can that MoUnds bar really be a quarter? If you've got
enough money, then you buy the stupid thing for a quarter in the
machine, but it's a lot smaller than it used to be.
YOU BITE IN remembering those lucious chewy piles of coconut
and the pieces that always stuck between your teeth for hours. There's
not much left now. And !he milk chocolate doesn't taste as good. The
incredients are lacking in things like cocoa and milk. They've got some
funny things like dextrose and morallecthin or something.
What's next. Ten cent bubble gum?

Editor:
.Well it's happening again and I'm.
really getting sick of it. Nick and
Mary, that ever elusive pair, are like
ships passing in the night. Never, .
.absolutely never, do they ever
meet. It's all a simplt'l ruse to have
us believe that Carrara's has good
pizza.
Well maybe they do, but this
Nick and Mary business has' got to
stop. What ever happened to ads
like: "Eat at Joes. Reasonable
prices, large menu."
Nick and Mary get out of my life.
•

Volunteers Experience
Life in Alien Cultures

DOONESBURY

By CHRIS GOOLD
LOBO Staff Writer

"readjustment allowance" at the
end of their two years and "a
unique experience a person would
·never receive otherwise."
·
.
Buchalter, heading the Peace
Corps recruitment drive at UNM,
urges all interested students to
inquire at his office in Ortega Hall.
He is ttiere on Wednesdays,
Thursday, and Fridays from 3:30 to
5:30 p.m. answering any questions.
He has on hand actual Peace Corps
job descriptions which illustrate
qualifications, training programs,
and the daily routine of the job
itself.

The Peace Corps . is an "opportunity to become immersed in a
different culture, sharing with and
helping people," said Harvey
Buchalter, Peace Corps recruitment
,officer at UNM. "The chance to
experience first hand, cultures in
transition is an experience of a
lifetime,:• he said.
The Peace Corps. a program
administrated by the federal
government, sends qualified
volunteers to 64 developing nations
around the world. These volunteers
make a commitment to share their
:skills for two years, to train foreign
peoples in such areas as education,
agriculture,
business,
and
engineering. In return, they receive
a stipend for living exoenses, $3000

Editor:
It 'is well that the article by Mr. Orrell [n the Sept. 14 LOBO is labelled
"opinion" as opposed to "fact." Mr. Orrell states, "the university IKent
State), on Its part, apparently wants to blot out the memorey (of the
Kent State killings) for all time." This is an interesting statement in light
of the fact that there is a memorial to the four individuals shot to death
at Kent State on the site of the actual shooting. Further, this memorial
is in no danger of having a gymnasium plopped down on top of it.
Source: NBC News film report.
Mr. Orrell goes on to say, ''When the Kent State University administration crassly ignores the wishes of even a minority of its
students, it reveals its kinship with the Nixon crowd ... " But in light of
the fact of an existing memorial, one has to ask if this is not a case of a
minority crassly ignoring fact for its own benefit.
Finally, Mr. Orrell states, "Whenever an institution be it a government or a board of trustees, becomes impervious to cries for justice, the
time has come to break the law if necessary to make them listen." This
is a fine, though incomplete definition of civil disobedience. However, it
is inapplicable in this case due to the aforementioned existent
memorial.
If the cries for justice (lre the cries for a memorial then justice has
been done and the noise becomes nothing more than the cires of the
rabble for the sake of cries.
Richard Hannemann
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Besides all the obvious advantages, a Peace Corps experience
would involve living as a stranger in
an unfamiliar country, away from
all friends and family for two years,
eating strange food, and perhaps
t

2 Bicycles Stolen

Thefts Reported

Gay ·Lifestyle Fine
lf()H? MIIIT
HAPPCNW 7D

Editor:
affectional preference contributes
To the John Custers, Frank to my well being as a warm, loving
Singewalds, and the Anita Bryants human being. I do not consider
of this world:
. myself to be decadent, vile or
I 1ind my homosexual lifestyle to corrupt, or a diseased misfit. I am
be personally rewarding and pro.1,1d of being gay.
fulfilling. I enjoy being a creative
and productive member of society
Robert Geiwitz
and believe that my sexual and

OR. K!SSINGe<?
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A yellow tO-speed Schwinn
By ROBERT ALMY
bicycle
was taken from the bicycle
LOBO Staff Writer
rack
at
the Fine Arts Center. An
Property valued at more than
unknown
instrument was used to
$5,000 was reported stolen to the
cut
the
cable.
UNM Police last week.
A car battery was removed from
The civil engineering. dept.
a
student's
parked car in the lot
reported a $4,000 theodol.ite
Zia
'wing of Hokona
behind
the
missing from its instrument storage
Hall.
room. I» theodolite is a khakiThe stereo cassette deck was
colored surveyor's instrument for
measuring horizontal and vertical stolen from a car parked in the G
angles. It was first noticed missing parking lot next to the Computing
Center.
on May 3. At that time it was
thought to be loaned out. An inventory conducted on Sept. 9
revealed it was stolen.
Archery equipment valued at
$493 was taken from the metal
· storage shed at the archery field on
the east side of campus. The door
to the shed was pried open. The
stolen UNM property inc! uded 170
arrows, · 15 steel grounders, seven
leather · finger tabs and 10 arm
guards.
Two I O"Speed bicyCles, an AMFM stereo cassette deck, a car
battery and four hubcaps were
personal property reported stolen,
to the UNM Police.
A black 10-spe~d bicycle was
stolen from the bicyde raqk. east of
the Farris Engineering building,
The bicyc1e lock was cut with a bolt
cutter.

living in primitive conditions; or at
least lower. standard conditions
thari the volunteer is accustomed
to·. "The readjustment could be a
hardship at first," Buchalter said.
A student must also have
something to offer, some experience or education that will
benefit the foreign nations. "The
country making the request for
volunteers tries to get the most
qualified person for the job. The
Peace Corps tries to accomodate
them, so actually there is competition for each position," he said.
An interested student must fill
out an application which is then
sent on to Dallas and Washington
D.C. for evalutation. If he is accepted, the volunteer then goes
through a training program which
includes a language study and
learning necessary skills. A person
with a "generalist" background,
such as a B.A. in English, might be
trained in an agricultural specialty
or a health specialty, such as
vaccinations.
"The essential element for a
Peace Corps volunteer is a spirit of
volunteerism", Buchalter said.
"Volunteers need to be willing to
give beyond themselves, just to do
it, to get the geniune feeling that
comes from working with people
with whom you can share experiences and help in some way."
"The experience stays with you,"
. he said. "People who have been in
the Peace Corps return very
conscious of a person's role in
society, a role which extends
further than themselves."

Do You Need
Cash?

themselves. You have to keep up
the payments."

Earn $15.00a week
Donate Twice Weekly
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After a period of time, you
decide to purcnase something
relatively expensive with your card,
You ask the store to extend your
credit limit. "The store will
probably ok the increase," says
Whittle, "because, I) they want the
sale, 2) they can repossess the item
if you default on your payments, 3)
you have a solid credit record with
· them so far, and 4) the store
believes "Cash builds character."
That is, once you have invested in
the merchandise, you don't want to
give it back.''
At this point you have two
creditors willing to take a risk on
you-you now have a solid credit
rating. "Once you get two or three
creditors, the door of successful
credit is open to you, says Whittle.
"But, you must control your credit
spending, because once you get
behind, everybody knows."
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Donor Center
·sam to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence
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Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

Total
Experience
20°/o OFF
Haircut and Style
And Body
Wave
With
Student
ID·

Put Your Best Head Forward With A New Look.

20% Off Regular Price With Your Student ID
Total Experience In The First Plaza Ga/eria
3rd and Tijeras
243·7771
And Now Our New Location To Serve You
2403 San Mateo N.E. 268-4301.

FAT
HUMPHREY'S

TM

Specials

Mon.- Fri. 9~·
All Drinks
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Murder Rip-off
by Garry Trudeau
New MeXIco Daily LOSO editoOar phone:277·4102QI'277·4202.
LOBO Editorial Staff:
Edi!Or·in·Chlef: Tim Gallagher
Managing Editor: Rebekah Szymanski
News Editor: Dolores Wood
Asst. News Editor: O.M. Flynn
Photo E:.ditor:Wendell T. Hunt
Sports Editor: Peter Madrld
Arts E:dltor: George Gesner
Copy Editors:. Koren Walston Oanial Gibson.
Ad Manager: Frank Salazar
E:OITORIALS: Unsigned edltorlais repres_ent a majority Oplnioh ol the LOBO editorial
board. All other columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author and d6
not necessatlly reflect the~lew of the editorial board.
LI;.TTEAS: Letlers to the edltot must be typed, and signed With"tfle author1s name
signature 1 address~ and telephone number, Letters to the editor should be no longer tha~
300 words although exceptions will_ be made If the topic warrants so. Only the name of the
author will be printed and names will not be withheld.
OPINIONS: Opinions must by typed and signed With the author's name signature address and telephone number. Opinions should be no longer than 500 words: Only Ihe n'ame
of. author will be printed and names Will not be withheld.
All submissions become the property of the New Mexico Dally LOBO 11nd will be edited
only for length or possibly libelous content. If atlY changes are mader the author will be con·
taoted to discuss changes.

you get it determine~ your Sf.!Ccess." White's Department Store or
By BILL ROBERTSON
Tbe first step in Whittle's for~ ;vtcintgomery Ward's. The store, as
'LOBO Staff Writer
One of the most perplexing mula is to establish ~avings and a credit grantor, will examine your
problems facing graduating checking accounts with a local .credit file, conveniently furQished
students is l:'lhen tbey h:owe a job, bank, making regular deposits. by a local· credit bureau. You
but they can't get a credit rating . "Say, after three weeks you have · haven't got a rating yet, but your
The worst p<trt is that to get a credit $300 in your 'savings," Whittle said. file ,will show your savings account
rating, you must have credit; to get ''You then ask your bank for a balance, job income and the fact
credit, you must have .a credit $300 loan, with YOJ.Ir savings ac· that you repaid your $300 bank
rating.
count as collateral. The bankr loan promptly. "The store will give
Alan Whittle, Jr., a divisional knowing you are a college graduate you a credit card, but probably with
reporting manager of the Credit and employed, will give you the a modest credit limit, of perhaps
Bureau of Albuquerque has devised loan, especially since they can $50 , " said Whittle,
what he believes to be a foolprof freeze your" savings account,
method ·of getting a satisf!(ctory preventing any withdrawls."
So you begin using your card,
Acc.ording · to the plan, you and you must use it to enhance your
credit rating. "If a person follows ·
my plan exactly," he said, "I can should deposit that $300 in your credit status. "But," says Whittle,
almost guarantee he will h&ve a savings ·account, letting it accrue "-and here's where a lot of young
good credit rating in as little as interest .. Pay it off in 90 days, says people go wrong, you can't go
three months.
Whittle, .arid repeat the process.
crazy with the card. A credit card
"Of course," he added, "what
·Meanwhile, you should apply for gives a lot of people a false sense of
you do witn your new credit after credit at a retail outlet. ~uch as power, and they. overextend

D. M. Flynn

Disputes Opinion
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Credit Ratings Perplexing
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Editor:
At the State Fair last weekend I was conned by a barker in a balloon·
breaking·for·prizes booth who said he was wanted for rnurder in 48
states.
I refused to believe this rather strange young fellow, but as he spun
his eerie tale complete with sordid details I became a believer. He said
he said he had found his wife"fooling around" with another man and
had murdered them both after catching them in the act. He then stuffed
the bodies in his suitcase and re-murdered them in the 4B states on the
continental U.S., hence he had committed murder in the 48 sfates. He
said he couldn't afford to go to Hawaii or Alaska.
All this time, I was plunking quarters down on the board and trying to
get enough points to win the portabhi television set they had on the top
shelf. It wasn't until I had spent $18 on the stupid game that I realized 1
had been taken for a ride.
The State Fair might be the greatest show, it's also the bi.ggest rip.
off.
Florence S~quer
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CallUs At 266·1981
3624 Central SE
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By THERESA SCHOEPPNER
As pl:\rt of the Professional
'i(
Theater Tour, a course offered
:2 through UNM Fine Arts Dept., 24
::: students had the opportunity to
z" attend the Str:.ttford Theater
rD
0

"
"

"
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AIR FORCE ROTC

The facts of
the matter.
With something as Important as
your future being discussed, It's
very urgent that you get and understand all the facts. Air Force
ROTC can be an Important part of
your future, and We 1d llke to take
this opportunlly to outline some
of the main facts of that matter
and invlle you to look further Into
the subject.

Festival in Stratford, Ontario,
Canada, near the New York
border.
The trip was arranged last spring
by Clayton Karkosh, a member of
the theater arts faculty who accompanied the group on its weeklong stay. The students paid their'
way.
The
Stratford
Festival,
celebrating its 25th anniversary this
year has long been known for
superior
productions
of
Shakespeare's works.
In addition to such works as
Romeo and Juliet and Richard the
!1I, plays included in the tour were
Ghosts by Ibsen, Miss Julie by
Strindberg and the Guardsman by
Molnar.
The students attended nine

The U.S. Air Force needs highly
qualified dedicated officers. Both
men and women, and we need
people In all kinds of educational
disciplines. Air Force ROTC offers 4-year, 3-year and 2-year
scholarships with $100 monthly
tax-free allo~ance, and contrary
to what some people think, there
Is no mllltary obligation during the
first two years of the Air Fprce
ROTC.

Cunlnch o~pt. of Aerospace Stt1dics
,
ltlOl .Lns Lom11t, N.f!. 277·-1230

Air Force ROTC

-Preview by

mel Tillis

Star of the· Rodeo

Upon college graduation you'll
receive a commission In the U.S.
Air Force and the opportunity to
compete for a challenging job
with advanced educational opportunities.
Let•s get together and discuss Air
Force ROTC further. We'll give
you all the facts and clear up the
fictions, It could be one of the
most Important talks you've ever
had with anyone.

University· of Utah· Utes

productions in Stratford and two at
the Bernard Shaw Festival at·
nearby Niagara-on-the- Lake.
Featured actors at the festival
included 'Maggie Smith, Brian
Bedford, Margaret Tyzack, and
Nicholas Pennell.
An exhibition celebrating a
quarter century of costume and
stage design of the festival was
toured by the students at the
Stratford Gallery. They were also
invited to see a private collection of .
costume sketches at the home of
Mrs.A.M. Bell' who is on the
theater's board of governors.
Students interested in the
technical aspect of theater had the
opportunity to watch a set
changeover in the Avon Theater, .
one of the three festival stages.
"

Stro.tford Theo.ter in Stratford, Onto.rio

by ROBERT SPIEGEL
Though the set up at the rodeo is
!JOt particularly con.ducive to good
music, Mel Tillis put in an ex~ellent
performance for the SOR audience
last Sunday night at Tingley
Coliseum.
His lengthy set included songs of
his made popular by other per.
formers and his own hits.
·

Entertainment World News
jail Monday for "unlawful sexual
intercourse" with a 13-year-old girl
but was permitted to go free until
he makes arrangements for a new
movie he has started.
Superior Court Jtldge Laurence
J. Rittenband ordered the 44-yearold 'Polanski confined for three
months in a state correctional
institution where he will undergo
diagnostic tests to determine
whether the sentence should be
more severe.
Rittenband agreed to stay
execution of the sentence until Dec.
19 after Polanski's attorney told the
court that the "economic well
being" of many other persons
would be affected if the movie,
Hurricane, had to be shelved.
PARIS (UPI)-Jacqueline
· Picasso, widow of Pablo Picasso,
has put an end to 4 Yz years of legal
battles by signing a settlement with
the other heirs to the artist's $250
million legacy, a family lawyer said
Monday.
Mrs. Pica:sso, the former
Jacqueline Rocque, approved the
settlement Thursday at her home in
Mougins, according to lawyer
Maurice Rheims.
Picasso, who died in April 1973
at the age of 9I,left no will .to settle
the fate of I ,876 paintings, 12,000
drawings, 30,000 engravings, 1,355
sculptures and 2,880. ceramics. His
legacy is the largest on record for
any artists.

•

One of the problems with performers at the rodeo' is that the
spirit of the rodeo and the Fair in
general usually dominates the
Coliseum, Mel Tillis is the only
performer I've seen in this situation
who was able to overcome this
problem. By the time he was
halfway into his set I was no longer
irritably aware that I was at a rodeo
watching an intermission side show.
The sound was surprisingly good
considering the rotating stage and
the usual echo problem at -Tingley.
It felt like a concert.
Though his music is commcrically slick and his stage
presence is professionally precise
and obviously planned, Tillis still
came off as warm and human.
Some of this is due to the humor
that runs through his show
(sometimes it seemed like a comedy
act, and a good one), but the largest
cause was the music itself.
Tillis has an excellent band,
which includes an ex-Texas Playboy
on fiddle, and Ti.Jlis had the ability
to make his songs like "Ruby,
Don't Take Your Love to Town,"
and "Detroit City" sound fresh,
though he has probably played the
tunes hundreds of times over the
last few years.
I have to hand it to Mel Tillis; he
gave much more than I had expected, or had ever seen in an intermL~sion concert at the rodeo. A
good show it was.
Editor's Note: Mel Tillis will
appear tonight only at the Tingley
Coliselum.

•• ••• •• • ••

COLUMBUS,
Ohio
(UPI)-Frank Fontaine; 57 who
delighted millions with his portrayal of "Crazy Guggenheim" on
the old "Jackie Gleason Show",
Monday was listed in critical
condition after suffering a heart
attack.

Medco'amost famous name Ia America'• most

•

GIL BUSTAMANTE
LOBO'Sports Writer
Renewed optimism brought
about by a new coach and a new
attitude will highlight the
University of Utah's football
fortunes this fall.
New head coach Wayne Howard,
who comes to Utah after a successful career stint at Long Beach
State, is hoping he can develop the
Utah program as well as he
developed the program at Long
Beach.
The 49ers went 23-10-0 in the
three years Howard coached the
team.
The assignment was clear for the
Utes of Utah-get ready for
Oklahoma., in their season opener
which they lost 62·24 and Houston
the following week.
0 klahoma is expected to battle
for the national championship.
Oklahoma under head coach Barry
Switzer has chalked up one of the
best won-lost marks in college
football history. In four seasons he
has posted a 41-3-2 mark, has never
finished out of first mark, in the

Big Eight Conference, and won
back-to- back national championships in 1974 and 1975.
Houston is also ranked in the top
10.
Howard feels the stnmgest part
of this year•s· team will be in the
kicking game. The Utes have an
effective punter in junior college
transfer Rick Partridge (6-2, 185),
·The place" kicking duties will fall on
either senior Tom McNamara or
freshman Jeff Hucko.
'"We are progressing on
schedule, The defense is now
showing signs of corning together.
Our defense is ·ready. Randy Gomez
has looked very good at quarterback and is throwing well."
Howard said.
The Utah defense will have a new
look this season in two freshman
starters. They are defensive end
Danny Stewart and right cornerback Jeff Griffin.
Offensively, the receiving corps
should be superb with WAC
Rookie of the Year in 1976, Jack
Steptoe expected to be among the
best in the region. Flanker Roland

Seven Harriers
Chosen to Run

By ED JOHNSON
LOBO Sports Writer
A six-mile run determined Saturday the seven men who will represent
UNM next week against the defending national champs, UTEP, in a cross
country dual.
Harrison Koroso travelled the mileage in 29:12, to lead the Lobos.
Last year's main man, Lionel Ortega, who graduated, finished first
over-all with a time of 29: II.
Canadian Peter Butler, whose third place time of 30:48 gained him a
spot on the team, will not travel to El Paso, because he is going back for a
few days to Canada to do a little extra training.
Stanley Waquie, from Jemez, and Santa Fe's David Segura stuck close
together throughout the race until Waquie pulled it out in the end with a
30:29 clocking for him and a 30:30 time for Segura.
Sammy Kipurgat, Jeremiah Ongwae, Mark Romero, and Elmer Martinez will make up the remaining members.
Koroso said, "It was a nice run. It gave us a workout. I was taking it
easy that last mile." Koroso had not felt well the day before and was
doubtful until the race began as to how hard he would be able to run.
Waquie said, "1 wasn't sure how I was going to run, but it was a real
good course."
Segura, who has only been in training three weeks after a summer lag,
said, "It was a fast course, but that last hill got to me."
Kipurgat finished behind them at 31:16 and said, "It was a good race.
There was fast competition."
Jeremiah Ongwae was clocked at 33:54, 20 seconds behind
Albuquerque's Romero.
"I'm not too worried about cross country." Romero said. "l'm using it
a~ a base fortrack."
Martinez ran the six miles in 34:54•
Several track men also ran between two and fonr miles for a little .
stamina-developing workout.
Head coach Bill Silverberg told his runners afterwards, "You got very
good times, for right now."

Solo.! an will join Steptoe in the
receiving duties. Last year's backfield feat~ures returning starters
Steve Peake at tailback and
fullback Mike Moseley.
The offensive line returns two
starters from last year's ·squad in
guards Dave Kasper (6-0, 265, SR.)
and Ron Blankkenbaker. The right
tackle spot is wide open with 238pound senior Rod Besler and junior
transfer Scott Folsom listed as onetwo.

"We have always worked hard to
field an effective defense. And
while this year we certainly have
our problems, our opponents can
expect a much faster unit than in
the past seasons," said Howard.
He estimates that 15 freshman
will make the group of 50 players
that play this season. This makes
. the Utes one of the youngest major
college football teams in the
country.

"After playing Oklahoma I'd say
Three candidates are : ~ady to they deserve the number-one
contend for the wide open tight-end ranking they are getting in some of
slot. Competing for starting honors the polls. The thing that makes
are letterman Gordon Kurtz and them so good is the explosivness of
Doug Watson and sophomore Eri~ their backfield, especially their
Johnson.
fullback Kenny King whom I feel is
the heart of their backfield of"The two biggest changes in fense," Howard said.
Utah football will be in improved,
quicker defense and the ability to
Following their confrontation
run the football. Fans should not with Oklahoma the Utes will travel
look for an offense built around the to Houston. Those first two ~ames
passing attack as in recent seasons. comprise the toughest opening
The most effective offense is the assignment for any Utah team in
one built around that has the ability history.
to run the football and compliments this effectively with the
The Lobos will collide with the
passing.
Utes in Albuquerque on Nov.26.
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Introducing the
Hand-Me-Up Calculators.
Even after you graduate~ Sharp Scientifics
help you make the grade.
still
•
Choose the Sharp Scientific Calcu·
lator. that's tailor-made for your college
or professional studies.
And that very same Sharp will prove
invaluable long after you graduate. The
reason? Sharp builds calculators so soph·
isticated, you never outgrow them. And

the longer you use your Sharp, the more
you'll appreciate Sharp's world·famous
quality. What's more, every Sharp is
priced with your budget in mind.
In every way, it pays to get Sharp.

The Hand-Me-Up Calculators.

19 scientific functions: tn'g, logs,
y to the x. powcl'j c1 and IO~
Factorial key, square root1 cub!
root, and pi. Batteries included.

15 scietltific functions, including
log/trig. Memory. &.digit scien·

tiflc notation. Batteries included.

BUV1
GET1

WAC
PREVIEW

Elegantly thin. With leather•

grained wallet and memo pad. 21
scientific functions, plus statisti·

cal functions. Batteries included,

FREE

Monday- Saturday.
7:30- 8:30

~

.......,

Boogie To:

Wylder
,' )

UNCLE NASTY'S

Poncho Villa
•

''A Good 'Place To Make Friends"

•

10-digit scientific·notation. Log!

Over 25 scientific runctions. Lin-

trig, pi, yx and

functions. Polar to rectangular

car cquations 1 integration, quad·
ratic equations. AC adaptor/

conversion. Batteries included.

charger and batteries included.

e~

Hyperbolic

Sharp Electronics Corporation
10 Keystone Place, Paramu;, N.j. 07652
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Rates: 15c pet wotd pet day, Jt mtolmum.
5 or more ~oosecutlve days,
9c pet wotd pet day
.
(no refunds If cancel•d before 5 Insertions).
Term11 caoh In advance.
Deadline, 12 noon for OltXI day'• pap•r

malton llall

c.
Q)

0

t. PERSONALS

PASSPORT, .IMMIGRATION J.D. photo1. Lowest
pric~s in town. l'nsr. plea~ing. Call 265-2444 or
come to J717Girard NE. 9/30
.2:' ACCURATE l NI'ORMATION ABOUT con·
'iii traccption, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose,
294-0171. 1213
0 TA~C advantage of the remaining summer
u
days-lunch al NED'S outdoor p~tlo! 9/20
Q)
I LOVE YOU very much Hila, I hope our path never
2 pi\11>· Hito. 9/20
TO ANN, SUSIE, DUFF, PAUL, RACHEL, LUCY,
Q)
MARTHA, JERI, 'DUCKY. From Bulgaria wich
z love, Geoffrey. 9/21
oQ SUPPORT CREW MEMDER for National GeoQ)
graphic E~pcdition needed. Start Oct.L Call Tony
Cl
at 344-9011. 9/23
ca
ll. DI\TING EXCHANGE. Three differmt dates,
$10,00; For information and confidential applicalion, send $1.00 (refundable) to Dating Exchange,
!lox 173, 6200 Indian School Rd. NE, Albuquerque, N.M. 87110, 9/23

.0
0
..J

c

·x

::

-

2.

LOST AND FOUND

Fl ND YOURSELF In the Peace Corps. Onega 233.
277-5907. fs

·3.

SERVICES

QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete tYping and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Chart•& cables, 345-2125. 10115
I.SAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare now,
Call PENM 842-5200. 1fn '
TYPING: MA, English, on-campus. 296-8564. fs
TYPING, Is! quality. 883-7787. 10/11
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS. Guitar pedagogy
major, 8 years experience. 255·1842 9/20
SERVE in the Peace Corps, Ortega 233. 2775907. fs
BIORHYTHM CHARTS: l year/$1.00; include
S.A.S.E., birthdatc; P.O. Do~ Z6544, Albuquerque, N.M. 87125 9/20

NEilP HELP WITH PAPERS? Revision, editing,
IYP)ng. 281-;iOOL 9/20
RllSERVED PARKING SPACES for renl at Princeton and Central, S.E. $10 per monlh, Cqll Vernon
Pallerson~255·6218, 9/29
EXPERT TYPING, 26:4567. 9/26

4.

HOUSING

EFFICIENCY FOR RENT; Furnished I block from
unlversicy. $125,00/month, utilities paid. Call2551676 9120
CHARMING CARRIAGE HOUSE, Studio apart·
mem, private palio. Wood-burning scove, $159.00
winter, $149,00 summer; including utillcics. Downtown area, Phone 842-0233 afcer 6 p.m. 9/20
2 UliDROOM APT. Unfurnished, $150.00 plus
utilities. 266-5179 3-6 p.m. 9/21
LOOKING for I womnn 10 share 4 bdrm. house w/2
other women, Own bedrm., bach, study & fireplace, poQJ; large & comfortable. $117.00 & V.. util.
2 mi. from U, 266-9415 eves. 9/21
ROOMMATE WANTED to share abover average
upt. in N.E. area. $85.00 momhly plus Vz utilities.
292-2495. 9/23
FOR SALE: 12' x 65' mobile home: good condicion,
includes tic downs, professional skirting, storage
' shod, 83 J-4)50 alterS and weekends. 9/23
SUPER ROOM/BOARD ncar UNM in exchange for
hou~chold help. 243·3489. 9/26
ADORE across from Old Albuquerque Country
Club. Two Bedroom, $38,000, 247-8647, 9126
905 Silver SW-Two bedroom duplex. Old, spacious,
restored brick house. Ucllitics paid, $225.00, 2478647. 9/26

5.

FORSALE

Owner transferred. Have to sell brand new Kirby Red
Classic Ill. Less chan 2 monchsold, new guarantee.
268-4393. 9/20
20 USED PORTABLE TVs, $30 co $60. 441
Wyomiug NE, 255-5987, 10115
KAYAK. Like now. tlnuscd w/splash cover &
Klepper paddle. $225.00.268-1714 evenings. 9121

~~~~

NewMexica
Daily Laba
The New Mexico Daily Lobo
will be sent to your home, or
anywhere in the country every
day this semester for $6.50 or
for two semesters and weekly
during the summer session
for $10.00. Subscriptions may
be placed in Marron Hall
room 131, or may be mailed
to:

Singer seWi!l& machines loft in layaway. Several
Singers, Whites, ccc. Eqtlippcd lo llllll<lnholc and
zigzag. Balance of $19.77 and take machine. 2665871 9/20
Pioneer repossessed stereo. Complece stereo system,
full-sized curn1ablc, big speakers, blg AM/FM
r<eerco tape player. Assume paymcncs of $7.82 per
mo. 266-5872. 9/20
NEW Sony Trinatron, unclaimed in layaway, Color
TV, br.and new guarantee, no down payment. $7.75
per month till balance is paid off, 268-4394. 9/20
SKATEBOARD SALE. Bennett's, Trackers, Simms,
G & S, 25o/o off complete boards; IS% off parts.
Tcnnishop, 2901 Indian School Road NE, 2621691. 9/20
ORETCH HOLI.OWBODY GUITAR. VIntage, for
only $250.00. Call Vk1or, 255-8295, 9/20
HONDA CR ELSINORE 12SM-MX, $350.00. Call
Steve, 277-5285. 9/20
1967 V,W, BUG, 69,000 mi. Looks good& runs grcal,
AM/I'M S-track. $700.00. Dave, 883-8196, 9/22
1970 MALIBU red convertible. All power. Boac. 14
ft., 65 H,p, Mercury. Kawasaki 500. 7,00 miles.•
New engine. Call Ulib;uri after S, 256,3258. 9/22
1964 RAMBLER, $400.00. V-8 engine, runs good,
266-~389. 9/20
1969 Pl. YMOUTH station wagon. A good car, only
$400.()0. 277-30~9. 9/22
1975 AUSTIN MARINA, GT, AM/FM radio, A/C,
4 new tires, 18,000 mi, Exccllcnc condition,
$2800.00, 277-2631, BSI-0743 after s, 9/23
CHEAP WATER BEDS! Water Trips, 3407 Central
NE, Student Specials: $89.95 plus tax buys you I)
basic Ooorframe, 2) safety liner, 3) any si1.c
watcrbed mauress (3·year guaramce), 4) foam
comfort pad, 268-8455. 9/21
REEL TAPES: 7", used, name brands, 1800 ft. $3,50
each.· 34/$100.00, 247-9229. 707 High Sc.
S.E. 9/26

6.

EMPLOYMENT

Work in che PEACE· CORPS. Ortega 233. 2775907. fs
PARTTIME JOB: Sales, Oe~ible hours, good pay,
Pos.1ible full-time during breaks, Call: Phil l'ranczyk, C.L.U., 292-2830. 9/30
PART TIME: men & women sales clerks- stocking.
Mur<e be over 21 years old, Apply in person, no
phone calls. SAVE·WAY liquor scores, 5516
Mcnaul Dlvd., NE & 5704 Lomas NE.
10/6
ATTRACTIVE MODELS NEEDED; pose nude for
publication. For more Information, please call2426477, afternoons only. Ask for Anna Claire 9/20
INSTRUCTORS WANTED for YWCA. $3.00/hr.lo
teach yoga, gymnascics, belly dance, harmonica,
recorder, shorthand, selr·dcfense, bask eery, crochcc
& knilting, tap dancing, ccc. 247-8841, 9/21
HEI.P WANTED-part time legal errand runner.
Approx. 6 hours a day, Female student wilh car and
typing experience preferred. Call Mr. Horton 262·
1661. 9/2Z
CUTCO needs three college rcprcscncacivcs. Part
cime. $400,00 momhly.Scholarships available. Call
881-4585. lp.m.-3 p.m. only. 9/26
PART TIME JOB, $500.00 a mom h. For more information, call294-2064, 2-4 p.m. 9/21

8.

Malcer5 of Hond Made
lndi~m Jewelry

____
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Recor.ded Message "
Phone 296·8568

TDDAY'S CIDSSIDID PUZZLE
ACROSS

52 Involved by
necessity
1 Is out fro'nt 54 Alarms
6 Numerical 58 King or
prefix
·
Norman
10 Satisfy
59 Release
beyond
61 Empty
deslr~
62 Grain for
14 Confess
"brewing
15 Molten
liquor
metal
63 Hindu god:
refuse
Var.
16 Amiss
64 Greene or
17 Kitchen
Burr
accessory 65 Fusses
18 Metal
66 Male animal
fastener
67 Slightest
19 Himal. wild
goat
DOWN
20 Denuded:
Rare
1 Colleen
22 Bitter
2 Correct
criticism
3 Part of
24 Quarrel
U.S.A.
26 Makes
4 Military unit
27 Critic
5 -------in:
31 Bunghole
Entered
plug
6 Her Serene
32 "Take-----Highness:
look';
Abbr.
- 33 Fictional
7 Modified
organism
narrative •
35 Apple--8 Performing
" 38 Win
art
39 Pulled along 9 Granted a
behind
share of
40 Towering 10 Subordinate
41 Boundary
ruler
42 Extracted 11 Be in store·
ores
for
43 Makes dirty 1 2 Group of
44 Tille
clans
45 ---------with: 13 Circuit
Do without
courts
47 Perused
21 Large fancy
hastily
marble
51 Female
23 Shade of
student
green ·

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Moncjay Puzzle Solved:

25 Mortise's
arm
27 Fit of anger
28 Alaskan
governor
29 Ineffective
30 Was a crew
member
34 Of Hindu
sacred writings
35 Unpleasant
sensation
36 Ailments
37 More
39 Having
boundless
energy
40 Ballet
feature: 2
words
42 Comedienne

----Hines
43 Out of the
ordinary ·
44 Is painful
46 Call for help
47 Southern
city
48 Press With
the hands
49 Of Loren's
land: Prelix
50 Resign
53 Singer
55 N.Z. timtier
tree
56 Adam's
grandson
57 Spanish artist
60 Touch a
base runner

.

MISCELLANEOUS

ATHEIST CLUB'S organizaclon meeting, September
20ch, 7·9 p.m., SUB ZSO-E. 9120

New Mexico Daily Lobo
UNM Box 20
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

•.

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mex_ico Daily
Lobo
tiffies(s) beginning
, under the heading
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
4. Housing;
(circle one): l. Personals;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. MiscelJaneous.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

·-

Classified Advertising Rates
I5c per word, $1.00 mininlum charge
Terms Cash in advance

Hours: 8:30A.M. to 4:30P.M.
Monday thru Friday

EncloSAd $ - - - Placed by _______. Telephone .
.....

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

